What keeps this FLOATING bridge
from floating away?
The new SR 520 floating bridge is, in a sense, a 1.5-mile-long boat. And like
a boat, the bridge could drift away if it weren’t firmly secured in place. But
don’t worry, this bridge is well-fastened! Read on to find out how.

The right connections
The moveable, floating bridge is connected at both the east and west ends to
stationary bridge sections whose support piers are firmly embedded in the
bottom of Lake Washington.
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Anchors (not) aweigh
Though connected to fixed bridges at both ends, the floating bridge is held in
place primarily by anchors – 58 really big anchors – at the bottom of Lake
1
Washington. Each anchor is connected to the bridge by 3 8 -inch-thick steel cable
measuring up to 1,000 feet in length. Below are the three types of anchors that
hold this bridge in place.

Fluke anchor
Dimensions:
Weight:
Quantity:
Locations:

35 ft L x 26 ft W x 17.5 ft Anchor
H Cable
100 tons; concrete and steel
45
Embedded in deep, soft soils of
the lakebed and flat areas, then
covered with mounds of heavy
rock
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Gravity anchor
Dimensions: 40 ft L x 40 ft W x 23 ft H
Weight:
420 tons; concrete; (587 tons
after anchor’s chambers are
filled with rock)
Quantity:
8
Locations: Solid soils with sloped
topography, typically near
shore; underwater grading and
installation of gravel creates a
level footing for anchor placement
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Drilled shaft anchor
Dimensions: 10-ft-diameter concrete shaft,
79 to 92 ft tall
Quantity:
5
Locations: Embedded in solid soils near
shore where gravity anchors
might cause a navigation
hazard
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